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Fruits & Mockups
A Cultural Treasure

@UZH

CHAPTER 1

1

The infructescence of Pandanus utilis labeled with #14308 alludes to a significant botanical collec-
tion having been established at the turn of the 19th to 20th century by Hans Schinz (1858-1941), who 
was from 1893 to 1929 the first director of the Botanical Garden and Botanical Museum at the Uni-

versity of Zurich, UZH. 



This quote is from The Life of Reason: The Phases of Human Progress by George San-
tayana (1863-1952), a Spanish-born American philosopher. He compares the Human 
progress  with the developmental phases during the individual human life: When re-
tentiveness is exhausted, the human being starts to unpractically repeat the past in 

Those Who Cannot Remember 
the Past

Are Condemned to Repeat It

CHAPTER 2

2

This fruit of Pterospermum (most likely)  acerifolium (L.) Willd., Malvaceae, was sent to the collection 
from India, where the tree is used in many ways. One is to manufacture dinner plates from the large 

and stable leaves: Dinner Plate Tree



place of a plastic and fertile readaptation. This behavior is symbolically reflected by 
the above illustration. The fruit is tied up - the winged seeds remain encaged and have 
not the chance to fly to new horizons.

The collection in the focus of this ebook was part of the Botanical Museum and 
served for instruction in Systematic Botany.

After the death of the museum founder, Hans Schinz (1858-1941), the collection 
was neglected. It was pushed from one place to the other, thinned out by 'experts', 
plundered and finally partially destroyed by molds.

The almost final fate of Fruits and Mockups was the result of ignorance, of lack-
ing fantasy, of historic blindness and absence of retentiveness, and last but not least of 
cherry picking.

As early as 1988, Beatrice Häsler discovered the collection's beauty and historic 
significance in view of plant systematics, and illustrated about 60 objects within two 
years during her free time.

 After a brief outline of the collection's history, a small selection of her illustra-
tions, Botanical Treasuries, is presented. 

In The Appendix, the historic connections of caffeine discovery to UZH's first rec-
tor are pointed out. Furthermore, the 'genesis' of the first University Botanical Garden 
in Zurich is depicted.
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On the former bulwark ZUR KATZ two institutions were combined, namely

★ The Botanical Garden, and 

★ The Botanical Museum (officially founded in 1896)

The Collection's Cradle
Two Scientific Institutions

CHAPTER 3
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Isoberlinia angolensis (Welw. ex Benth.) Hoyle & Brenan



The Botanical Garden

See here the video.

The Botanical Museum

Hans Schinz edited in 1908 a printed guide to the garden and the building with the Botani-
cal Museum. On p217 we read (translated loosely by twb):

"On the ground floor of the Botanical Museum is the lecture hall. Here we find also the 
Swiss Flora type herbarium open to the public. 
In the upper premises are –  besides the desks of students, assistants and of the director –
the library and the herbaria:  
The herbarium of the County of Zurich, the herbarium Helveticum, the herbarium generale, 
a herbarium of the atlantic islands, a herbarium of Arabia, the cryptogams’ herbarium, the 
herbarium of the plants cultivated in the Botanical Garden and then special herbaria like the 
one of Gessner etc.

Small and large objects are on both sides of the corridor as well as landscape pictures. 
They are exchanged at intervals.  These and the Collections of Fruits and Mockups 
(Frucht- und Modellsammlungen) serve for teaching. The latter are waiting for a place to ar-
range in order and to present them."

The collections of  Fruits & Mock-Ups are the subject of these Impressions.They were 
part of the 'Botanische Sammlungen der Universität Zürich' [Botanical Collections of the 
UZH].  This is evident from labels found on some objects.

 Already then, problems of its placing existed and persisted. In 1976, they became 
worse. Both Garden and Museum moved to a new site with space buildings at the Zolliker-
street 107:

Within the building, the collections of fruits and mockups got from one place to the other. In 
an incidental manner, assistants guided by a young professor removed several items. Who 
decides what is worth storing?

Fortunately, the government of the Zurich County allowed in 2006 a credit of 5.5 m Swiss 
francs to renovate an old property. The resolution #1727/2006 was about the Villa «Rain-
hof» at the Zollikerstreet 137. It aimed to adapt the building to the needs of the Botanical In-
stitutes:

"To displace the collection of the Institute of Systematic Botany into the ground floor of the 
property «Rainhof» (...), and to install in two upstairs the offices and seminar rooms for the 
Institute of Plant Biology. [...die Sammlung des an der Zollikerstrasse 107 untergebrachten 
Instituts für Systematische Botanik ins Erdgeschoss der Liegenschaft «Rainhof» zu ver-
legen und in den beiden Obergeschossen Büros und Seminarräume des Instituts für Pflan-
zenbiologie einzurichten; siehe hier]".
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In springtime 2009, the col-
lection was moved from the 
Institute of Systematic Bot-
any to the Villa «Rainhof». 
Then, several preparations 
of flower garlands originating 
from Egyptian Mummies 
were rediscovered. Georg 
Schweinfurth had sent 
them to his colleague Schinz 
(see Fig. 3.1). 
After a gentle restoration fin-
ished in May 2011, the ob-
jects were exhibited in 
Neuenburg in 2013, and in 
2014/15 in Basel.  

These are the good news. The bad news:  A few weeks after the transfer (in 2009) to the 
Villa «Rainhof»,  the collection started to rot. This happened in the compact shelving at the 
ground floor and was not timely noticed.  Even employees in the upstairs used without 
awareness artifacts from the collection for exhibitions.

Luckily, in recent time one became aware of the bad condition of this collection. In a most 
remarkable manner, efforts were undertaken to make the best of a bad nightmare.

The collection went back to the original place in the bomb shelter of the institute building.  
It is now an 'adnexa' of the Institute of Plant Biology. Thereby it boldly changed its name 
from 'Frucht- und Modellsammlungen' (Fruits and Mockups) into 'Botanisches Museum' (Bo-
tanical Museum).

At the same time and in the same vein, Oswald Heer's first publication about the Lake of Zu-
rich's dwellings served  as the starting point of an unbroken archeobotanical boom at UZH 
for 150 years, for certain, reason enough to proclaim the long tradition in a public pamphlet.
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Foto taken on June 22, 2009 at the Villa «Rainhof» 

FIGURE 3.1 Garland of Ramses II's Mummy (1279-1213)
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From the large collection, we pick here one illustrative object: The Floating Rosary. After 
illuminating the botanical and historic background, we link it with contemporary science, 
and thus prove the everlasting didactic virtue of this valuable 'scrap'. 

Then, ten selected Botanical Treasuries give us an impression of the inspiring diversity.

Realm of Beads

CHAPTER 4
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Section 1

The Floating Rosary
Trapa natans L.

Trapa natans.   
8



I. The submersed plant of the loosestrife family 
(Lythraceae), called water chestnut or water cal-
trop, is a legacy of Prof. Alfred Ernst (1875-
1968) and had been collected in 1891 from the 
Lago di Muzzano TI, the last habitat in Switzer-
land. It became extinct in 1968 ...!	 T h e p l a n t 
grows in lakes and its seeds were an important 
foodstuff in interglacials since the Neolithic. Con-
ceivably, a large number of varieties existed, 
among them var. muzzanensis JAEGGI, [cf. ZT-
00037314, Trapa natans L. ssp. muzzanensis 
(Jaeggi) Schinz].

Alfred Ernst was a longtime professor of Gen-
eral Botany (today Plant Biology) at UZH, where 
he pioneered genetical studies on reproduction, 
e.g. apomixis and heterostyly, topics still part of 
the actual research at UZH Botany (Ueli Grossnik-
laus and Elena Conti, respectively).

II. The rosary made of caltrop fruits was bought by 
Carl Schröter (1855-1939) on Isola Bella in the 
Lago Maggiore, Italy. It was the ideal and popu-
lar accessory for the faithful to pray the sorrowful 
(painful) rosary! However, not only Catholics but 
also taxonomists speeded up the decimation of 
this valuable plant: Hans Schinz (1907) "Trapa na-
tans L. in der Schweiz und in Oberitalien, Mittei-
lungen aus dem botan. Museum Zürich 36, 434-
483."

	Carl Schröter succeeded Oswald Heer at the 
ETH and was a pioneer in landscape protection. 
His beautiful Schweizer Alpenflora is still very 
popular and was illustrated by his brother Lud-
wig Schröter (1861-1929) as stated in all edi-
tions. However, the Nobel Prize Laureate Elias 
Canetti tells us in his memoirs The Tongue Set 
Free, that at his time (1919-1921) Mina Herder 
(1854-1943) made the illustrations for this book – 
again a puzzle to be solved!
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http://dx.doi.org/10.5169/seals-69732

FIGURE 4.1 Alfred Ernst 1875-
1968  

http://www.ngzh.ch/media/njb/Neujahrsblatt_NG
ZH_1884.pdf

FIGURE 4.2 Trapa natans L. 
(Jaeggi J, 1883)

http://www.ngzh.ch/archiv/1907_52/52_3-4/52_19.pdf
http://www.ngzh.ch/archiv/1907_52/52_3-4/52_19.pdf
http://www.library.ethz.ch/en/Ressourcen/Digitale-Bibliothek/Kurzportraets/Carl-Schroeter-1855-bis-1939
http://www.library.ethz.ch/en/Ressourcen/Digitale-Bibliothek/Kurzportraets/Carl-Schroeter-1855-bis-1939


III. Last but not least, we see on the illustration two figurines made of Trapa bispinosa 
Roxb., dedicated by Prof. Y. Takezaki, a Japanese geneticist of the Imperial Univer-
sity in Tokyo.
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FIGURE 4.3 'Papa' Jakob Jäggi (1829-1894), Hans Schinz und Carl Schröter on a botanical excur-
sion to Eglisau in 1878 (ETH-Bibliothek Zürich, Bildarchiv / Fotograf: Unbekannt / Portr_06642 / Public Domain Mark) 
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Section 2

Botanical Treasuries
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ILLUSTRATION 4.1 Afzelia quanzensis Welw.  Pod Mahogany (Fabaceae)



impressionsof a botanical 

ILLUSTRATION 4.2 Adenanthera pavonina L. Red Bead Tree (Fabaceae), danced around by ripe 
(woody) pods of  Okra, Abelmoschus esculentus Moench (Malvaceae). A leaf of the European 

Chestnut (Castanea sativa Mill., Fagaceae) is flying above.



impressionsof a botanical 

ILLUSTRATION 4.3 Mucuna macropoda Bak. f. (tentatively) from Papua New 
Guinea and Clitoria brachystegia Benth. (Flor De La Reina) from Ecuador (Fa-

bacee)



impressionsof a botanical 
ILLUSTRATION 4.4 Ormosia sumatrana (Miq.) Prain, Sumatra Red Bean (Fabaceae)



impressionsof a botanical 

ILLUSTRATION 4.5  Gyropoda poggei (Lehm.) Jacq. The Whirligig Bean (Fabulaceae)



impressionsof a botanical 

ILLUSTRATION 4.6 Rhizophora mangle L., Red Mangrove (Rhizophoraceae)



impressionsof a botanical 

ILLUSTRATION 4.7 Helicteres guazumifolia Kunth (Malvaceae)



impressionsof a botanical 

ILLUSTRATION 4.8 Cissus quadrangularis L. Devil's Backbone (Vitaceae)

©villacoffea



impressionsof a botanical 

ILLUSTRATION 4.9 Papaver sominiferum L. Opium Poppy & P. rhoeas L. Common Poppy

(Papaveraceae)



impressionsof a botanical 
ILLUSTRATION 4.10  Swietenia mahagoni (L.) Jacq. West Indian Mahogany (Meliaceae)

 ❧



The Appendix

In 2008, the University of Zurich celebrated its 175th anniversary. Among the UZH press 
release figured the above student cartoon.:

http://www.175jahre.uzh.ch/ausstellungen/gruenschnabel-weisskittel/Presse.html

For a historic interpretation see the forthcoming ebook Caffeine&Co vol 1 Discovery  
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On the Block Mountain

Are you in the Harz Mountains together with your Sanskrit,

Then, Goethe may send you his Baubo from the Walpurgis Night.

Ride around the Block Mountain while philosophically botanizing.

Against Oken, however, Zero shall protect you, my friend.

Picture: © Archive of the History of Medicine UZH
Text translations: Thomas W Baumann & Hans Van der Waerden

http://www.175jahre.uzh.ch/ausstellungen/gruenschnabel-weisskittel/Presse.html
http://www.175jahre.uzh.ch/ausstellungen/gruenschnabel-weisskittel/Presse.html
http://www.caffeineand.co/learn-more-1.html
http://www.caffeineand.co/learn-more-1.html


Section 1

The 'Poetic Roots' of UZH

Admirers of Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1749–1832) believe that 
he was not only an ingenious poet but also an outstanding scien-
tist. We do not intend to proselytize these ardent worshippers – 
frequently unencumbered with Natural Sciences. Yet we agree 
with them, that Goethe's political agitations much influenced sci-
ence far beyond Jena.

Indeed, the appointment of the first Rector of UZH was in a way 
the result of the great poet's intrigue. We follow the story of the 
young Caffeine Discoverer Friedlieb Ferdinand Runge (1794-
1867), who – in order to meet a new scientific challenge – had 
hit the road from Hamburg to Jena. To this place, Lorenz Oken, 
scientist and teacher with verve and passion for Natural Phi-
losphy, attracted students from near and far like a magnet:

22

FIGURE 5.1
Lorenz Oken (1779-1851), first Rector of UZH 
(1832/33-1851). He was removed from the Uni-
versity of Jena through an impeachment proc-

ess lined up by JW Goethe

FIGURE 5.2
Johann W Goethe



"In 1818 and after a 3-year-stage in Berlin and Göttingen, I went 
from Hamburg to Jena in order to increase my knowledge in Natu-
ral and Medical Science and, if possible, to get the doctoral cap.

In best spirits I stepped into the beloved Jena with the satchel on 
my back. At that time we students still travelled like the journey-

men and for sure with much more leisure 
than nowadays with the train. As a new-
comer I was looking around for somebody 
capable of giving me an indication of tav-
ern or flat. At once, a salty, stocky frat boy 
with Andalusian coloring and burning 
dark-brown eyes and likewise colored hair 
approached me and to my polite question he replied : 'You will find 
a good flat there in the Unterlauen-Alley at the widow Starke. I live 
just across from her (…).' In the evening of the following day I re-
ceived the visit of my vis-à-vis, who the day before had been my 
guidepost. He declared himself as a 'candidate of the science of 
things divine' and called himself Sand 
[(C)Karl Ludwig Sand (1795–1820)]. (…) 

The author of immoral plays [August von Kotzebue (1761–1819)] 
appeared to him like the arch enemy of Germany. And he beheld 
Germany’s salvation in his elimination. (...) Thus, this Sand (...) set 
me on the right track also from the start by introducing me to Dö-
bereiner, the most famous craftsman [Scheidekünstler] at that 
time."

Runge gets the opportunity of presenting his skills to the crafts-
man, which relies on feline mydriasis and allows the sensitive and 
selective detection of the witchcraft plants' toxin. Henbane (Hyo-
scyamus niger L.), deadly nightshade (Atropa belladonna L.) and 
jimson weed (Datura stramonium L.) are frequently being used to 
eliminate unloved contemporaries. Döbereiner, lifelong friend of Goethe, gives the young 
student his full credit for the instructive experiments and adds:

"They are of utmost importance, and still this evening I will tell Goethe about them."

So it happens that Runge is received in private audience by the great poet, to which he 
shows up with a henbane-treated cat under the arm. Also Goethe is impressed and 
handed over to Runge as leaving present a box with (green) coffee beans, which a Greek 
had sent him as an exclusiveness, and said:

“Also these will serve for your investigations!”
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FIGURE 2.3
Karl L Sand

FIGURE 5.3
Friedlieb F Runge

FIGURE 5.4
Johann W Döbereiner



At record speed and under the guidance of Lorenz Oken and Dietrich Georg Kieser (1779–
1851), Runge achieved his doctorate in Medicine on May 21, 1819, with a thesis entitled 
De nova methodo veneficium belladonnae, daturae, nec non hyoscyami explorandi.

The two supervisors were 'militant' Natural Philosophers and had participated at the 'Wart-
burgfest' organized on October 18 in 1817 by the students of Jena, in the spirit of the ter-
centenary anniversary of Luther’s posting the ninety-five theses.

Students of all Lutheran universities – many of them had fought against Napoleon – at-
tended the festival at the castle near Eisenach, because their hopes of a united and liberal 
German nation had been destroyed by the decisions of the 'Wiener Kongress' in 1815.

Oken had covered the Wartburg event in detail 
with the special issue No 195 of the first volume 
of Isis (1817). He presented a cartoon-decorated 
list of authors whose books were burned at the 
event. Among them figured also von Kotzebue 
with Geschichte des deutschen Reichs. There-
upon the issue No 195  was confiscated.

One and a half year later (March 23 in 1819) 
August von Kotzebue (1761–1819) was murdered 
in Mannheim by the above-mentioned frat Karl 
Ludwig Sand (1795–1820). Sand was sentenced 
to death on May 5 in 1820 and executed two 
weeks later on May 20.

Under the impression of von Kotzebue’s assassi-
nation  and in the run-up to the Carlsbad Decrees 
(September 20, 1819), a court action against Oken –  lined up by Goethe – was launched. 
On Friday, May 21 in 1819, the day Runge awarded his doctorate, Oken was officially sum-
moned either to cease editing Isis or to quit his professorship. The unbending Oken 
chosed the latter and was discharged by June 1, 1819.

Before returning to the Alma Mater Berolina by the end of 1819, Runge wrote in Jena the 
first volume of Neueste phytochemische Entdeckungen zur Begründung einer wissenschaft-
lichen Phytochemie, which describes the successful isolation of caffeine. Back to Berlin he 
authored the second volume of the above-mentioned series, also called Materialien zur 
Phytologie as well as a 'philosophical' dissertation entitled De pigmento indico eiusque 
connubiis cum metallorum nonnullorum oxydis.
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FIGURE 5.5
The Wartburgfest in 1817: A student festi-

val at the Wartburg near Eisenach (wiki 
commons @Auntieruth55)



After a long odyssey, during which inter alia he acts as the main founder (1822) of the Ge-
sellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher und Ärzte, Oken is appointed in 1832 (the year of Go-
ethe’s death) to the newly established UZH and becomes its first rector from 1833 until 
1835, and teaches till his death in 1851.

Historical details see in the forthcoming ebook Caffeine&Co 1: Discovery

 

 

 

Lorenz Oken see also: Kuhn-Schnyder E, Lorenz Oken (1779–1851) Erster Rektor der Universität Zürich. Schriften zur Zür-
cher Universitäts- und Gelehrtengeschichte, Verlag Hans Rohr Zürich, 1980
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FIGURE 5.6
Caffeine Crystals
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Section 2

Cut Flower Business
&

Oken's Library in Huckster's Hand

By their affiliation to universities, living plant collections for research and teaching gained 
continuity. This happened also in Zurich, where on the rampart Zur Katz (cat = gun) an offi-
cial Botanical Garden was founded in 1834 by decree, with Oswald Heer (1809-1883) as 
first director.

His appointment much stimulated the research at both UZH and ETH. Even though Heer 
originally studied theology and acted for a short time as an ordained clerical preacher, he 
was a multitalented genius incredibly contributing to many scientific disciplines such as 
botany, entomology, paleontology, phytogeography but also to practical fields like found-
ing the Zurich farmers' association or the "Strickhof", school for husbandry.
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FIGURE 5.7
Oswald Heer (1809-1883)
Source: Fridolin 29. Juli 2009
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FIGURE 5.8
Oswald Heer's View into the Ice Age

(taken from O.H. Die Urwelt der Schweiz, 1879, p594)

FIGURE 5.9
Zurich's Bulwark

(from 'Hundert Jahre Bilder aus der Geschichte der Stadt Zürich')

https://archive.org/stream/hundertjahrebild01zurluoft#page/n0/mode/2up
https://archive.org/stream/hundertjahrebild01zurluoft#page/n0/mode/2up


However, when looking at the situation with fresh eyes we rec-
ognize two fault lines primarily and most likely caused by fi-
nancial problems:

The head gardeners Theodor Fröbel (1834–1842) and Eduard 
Regel (1842–1855) as well as the garden inspector Eduard Ort-
gies (1855–1893) were miserably paid and earned money by a 
sideline job in plant trading. Nevertheless, some of their earn-
ings were fed into the Botanical Garden allowing the construc-
tion of new glasshouses.

Collecting, raising and finally selling plants was a growing busi-
ness at the beginning of the 19th century. Well-known Swiss 
pioneers in this discipline – originally inspired by Albrecht von 
Haller –  were in Bex the THOMAS' (e.g. Emmanuel T., 1788-
1859) competing there against the naturalized German Jo-
hann Christoph Schleicher (1770-1834).

Oswald Heer fully occupied with both challenging projects 
and frequent trips hadn't time to control the 'horticultural activi-
ties' going on in his garden what finally led to a botanical gar-
den marketplace offering fresh cut flowers and handmade 

wreaths at the extent of 
the scientific specifica-
tions originally set by the 
government.

The wide spectrum of 
Heer's missions is exem-
plified by the following:

In 1836, Jean de Char-
pentier (1786-1855) invited several authorities to the 
'Académie sans Fauteuils et sans Palmes' in Les 
Dévens near Bex to discuss together with Ignaz Ve-
netz (1788-1859) and Louis Agassiz (1807-1873) the 
'Swiss IceAge Theory’. Among them was a young trio 
from Zurich with Oswald Heer, Arnold Escher von der 
Linth (1807-1872), and Albert Mousson (1805-1890). 
For details see 

http://www.villacoffea.com/academieen.html

FIGURE 5.12
List of Agents

FIGURE 5.11
Auction Catalogue of 

Oken's Library
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FIGURE 5.10
Detail of Heer's Poem

http://www.ngzh.ch/archiv/1937_82/82_BB29/82BB29.pdf
http://www.ngzh.ch/archiv/1937_82/82_BB29/82BB29.pdf
http://www.ngzh.ch/archiv/1937_82/82_BB29/82BB29.pdf
http://www.ngzh.ch/archiv/1937_82/82_BB29/82BB29.pdf
http://www.villacoffea.com/academieen.html
http://www.villacoffea.com/academieen.html


Oswald Heer was an ardent admirer of Jean de Charpentier and wrote a poem in his 
honor.

Both the precarious financial situation and the overall decline of Natural Philosophy (lec-
tured by the first UZH rector) may have promoted the idea to sell Lorenz Oken's large and 
precious library. On May 17, 1853 several thousand volumes were publicly auctioned in Zu-
rich for cash. Oswald Heer was one of the agents.

In 1893, the trade in plants is officially cancelled and by the appointment (1893) of Hans 
Schinz (1858-1941) the way for two scientific institutions at Zur Katz is paved.

Oswald Heer see also: Burga, Conradin A, Oswald Heer (1809–1883 Paläobotaniker, Entomologe, Gründerpersönlichkeit. 
NZZ Libro, Zürich, 2013
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FIGURE 5.13
Hans Schinz, Director of the Botanical Garden 

and the Botanical Museum (1893-1929 )

 ❧

http://www.nzz-libro.ch/oswald-heer-2119.html
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